Welcome to the spring 2014 edition of the
NRHRC newsletter. The snowstorms and frigid
temps produced a banner hunting season for
many of our members and their canine
partners. That said its time for spring now and
the upcoming hunt test season. I just hope
Mother Nature gets the memo.
In any case we have an exciting year lined for
our membership with numerous training
sessions , a two day mock test training event
and our May test upcoming. With all of these
events occurring it’s going to be a busy spring
and we will need all the help we can get. So
contact the event chairs and get involved you
and your dogs will both benefit.

NAHRA unveils new membership
initiative.
Nahra will soon be rolling out a program where
new puppy owners will be eligible for a free 1
year Nahra membership with the purchase of a
puppy from participating breeder. Participating
Eastern region clubs have been asked to
support this initiative by offering a
complimentary 1 year membership in their
clubs with proof of Nahra membership under
this program

NRHRC will be participating in this program by
offering the new Nahra member a free one year
membership in the club. The program is open
to any breeder of retrievers that are allowed to
participate in the NAHRA hunt test program.
The program is meant for new members so
existing members getting a new puppy would
not be eligible under the guidelines of this
program.
A copy of the program pamphlet will be
available on our website.

John Zitel and Otto named Dog of
the Day
John Zitel and Otto received this honor from the
Pheasants Unlimited Pheasant Blog on February
24th 2014.Otto now 7, has successfully
competed in the National Bird dog circuit when
not working on his Senior NAHRA title.

The dinner committee also provided all the
attendees with a small grab bag of goodies for
handlers and their dogs to share. A beautiful
plague and ribbon were also presented to each
of our member honorees. With a special
presentation on behalf of the president of
Nahra to Isabella Alter as our youngest handler
who represents a realization of one of Nahra’s
ideals. That this sport is truly a family friendly
endeavor well worth the efforts of those
involved.
Thanks to all involved for this wonderful event
which provided us with the opportunity to see
how far we have come even as we look forward
to 2014.
Achievements and Titles from 2013:

The dynamic duo poses in Miller South Dakota
after a productive day in the field.

NRHRC Celebrates 2013 With A
Member Appreciation Dinner.
Navesink held its first annual member
appreciation dinner this past February 8th at the
709 club in Point Pleasant NJ. Our members
were treated to a memorable evening of fine
food and good company as we took this chance
to give ourselves a collective pat on the back for
a job well done in 2013.
DVM Garret Levine was our guest speaker and
he presented a very informative talk about the
health issues our dogs can encounter while
participating in this sport. He also graciously
answered numerous questions from the group
which greatly added to everyone’s
understanding of our dogs and how to get the
most from them in a safe and fun way.

Mary Stankovic & Jelly
• GRCA WC (Golden Retriever Club of America
Working Certificate)
• Two NAHRA Hunter stake passes
Pete Cherasia & Cole
• NE Regional Intermediate stake qualifier
Jenn McGill & Ox
• NAHRA HR
• NE Regional Started stake qualifier
Nancy Nieratko & Scarlet
• Two NAHRA Intermediate stake passes
Tom Moore & Lucy
• Three NAHRA Senior stake passes
Megan Rusnak & Guthrie
• NAHRA HR, AKC JH
• NE Regional Hunting Retriever qualifier
Joe Vander Weide & Tarka

• NAHRA HR, AKC JH
• NE Regional Hunting Retriever qualifier
Dan Smith & Skye
• NSTRDC WC (Nova Scotia Duck Tolling
Retriever Club Working Certificate)
• NE Regional Hunting Retriever qualifier
Eva Smith & Bud
• NAHRA SR
• Three AKC Junior Hunter passes
Paul Zurka & Rye
• Two NAHRA Senior stake passes
• Three AKC Master stake passes
*Rye also earned a leg in AKC utility dog with a
second place finish.
John Zitel & Otto
• One NAHRA Intermediate stake pass
• Third place Bird Dog Challenge national
• Qualified United Field Trialers Assoc.
national
Linda Sperco & Rudy
• NAHRA Working Retriever title
Isabella Alter & Holly
• First NAHRA Started Retriever test
• Junior Handler Award
NAHRA Recognition of NRHRC Junior Handler
• Isabella Alter

Special Awards
Duck Chucker
• Shelley Leidner
• Thom Leidner
• Tom Carollo
• Maureen McEntee
• Keefe Murphy
Pee-Mail
• Jan Easterbrook & Jack
Most Ducks Plucked
• Mark Alter & Holly
Most Birds Eaten
• Nancy Nieratko & Scarlet
Youngest Member
• Karl Lynch

A History of Honor
Our retrievers have a long history of helping
man find and retrieve game, which has enabled
us to better utilize our environment to produce
both food and sport in a sustainable way.
However our retrievers have another less well
known history of helping our armed forces
protect our freedom. Dogs first began helping
man fight wars about the time they were first
domesticated. In more modern times Germany
was a primary proponent for the use of dogs in
time of war. By the start of the First World War
Britain, France, Belgium and Russia along with
Germany all had active war dog programs. The
dogs were employed both in the front lines as
well as on the home front.

A soldier of the Royal Army and his Labrador
retriever training for mine detection work.
The United States again lagged behind its allies
in the use of dogs for war purposes. In fact it
was not until the Japanese bombed Pearl
Harbor that the U.S government began to seek
dogs for use in the war effort. In the Dogs for
Defense program initiated by a well known
breeder of poodles a Mrs. Arlene Erlanger
started the ball rolling succeeding in enlisting
nearly 40,000 canines of various breeds for the
use of the armed services.

Here a Newfoundland works with WWI
wounded as a therapy dog.
The United States had no program for training
dogs in the First World War and had to rely on
its allies to provide and use canines for war
duties.
With the advent of World War II both the axis
and the allies were quick to bring dogs back to
war. Here the Labrador and other retriever
breeds made their first appearance in the
armed forces.

The Quartermaster General began to train and
deploy dogs. In fact one of the first locations to
receive dogs from the program was Fort
Hancock in New Jersey where they performed
sentry duties around the blacked out facility at
night.
The dogs were trained at various locations
starting with the War Dog Training and
Reception Center established in Front Royal
Virginia in August of 1942. A training facility was
also established on ironically enough on Cat
Island. On the Mississippi gulf coast in order to

provide acclimated training for dogs going to
the pacific theater of war.

Here a German Sheppard and a Black Lab are
put through their paces at a WW2 attack dog
school.
Following the end of hostilities in World War II
the War dog program was drastically downsized
and when it was revamped for duties in the
Korean Conflict the U.S military decided to use
primarily German Sheppard’s.

Tarka, 6B53. A graduate of the jungle warfare
school in Malaysia. Eventually serving with the
101st. Airborne DIV in Vietnam
6 Labradors gave the ultimate sacrifice having
been killed in action while serving with Combat
Tracking teams during the war.

In the Vietnam War the Labrador earned itself a
niche role on the combat front serving with the
U.S Military in Combat Tracker teams. In which
a four man unit and its Labrador were called
upon to perform the dangerous duty of locating
wounded soldiers, detecting enemy patrols ,
and to help rescue downed American airmen.
The dogs were all trained in the British Jungle
warfare school in Malaysia. The dogs actually
held rank within the British military before
being transferred to the American military.
CTT#3 conducting a patrol. In front is Gerald
Seever followed by Mike Sheer and yellow lab
Skipper.

Even in today’s military the retriever is
continuing to make his mark overseas. By
locating roadside bombs and thus helping to
save lives. Some of these dogs have even been
decorated for their invaluable service.

2013-2014 Hunting Season Memories

Rodger Parkhurst, Megan Rusnak Joe vander
Weide and Tarka after a Barnagat Bay hunt
this past season

Treo, a Black Lab in the British military, being
awarded the Dickin medal for extreme valor
after repeatedly saving the lives of his two
legged fellow soldiers in Afghanistan
So we can see that the retreiver has been an
integerl part of our armed forces for many years
and will continue to provide valuable service in
the future.So the next time you take your dog
out training realize the history of these great
dogs is not limited to how many birds they have
or will retreive.

Tarka Vander Weide helping to keep watch for
incoming birds

In memoriam:
The club lost two well loved and respected
dogs over the course of this winter.

Stella Sulish was a super hunter and a
great companion.

Ox McGill with his first pheasant taken at
Colliers Mills WMA

Pete Cherisa also lost his good Buddy Blu
All of NRHRC’s members join me in
acknowledging the pain of these losses and will
always remember these wonderful dogs in the
years to come.
Ox McGill and Luc Moore after an awesome
Canada goose hunt in Burlington County NJ

Upcoming Events:
We have several big events upcoming one of
which is a two day mock test training event.
This event will be held at Colliers Mills on April

26th and 27th. We will be in inviting our
neighbors at pinelands to come and share in
what should be a rewarding training
opportunity.
We are asking anyone who would like to try
their hand at test set up and judging to contact
either myself Jv2439@yahoo.com or Jenn
McGill mcgill.jenn@yahoo.com. We will have
experienced judges available to mentor anyone
interested in trying on the judge’s hat for a
stake or two. This would be a great opportunity
to learn more about the nuts and bolts of our
hunt test system.
May test May 9th through the 11th
The May test is fast approaching and
preparations are proceeding nicely. The Test
committee has selected and secured the
following judges.
Jeff Reibling and Robin Brennan will be joined
by Henry Cynkar and Keith Linsenbigler.
The committee is also pleased to announce that
the test will be held on the private grounds of
the Bent creek hunting preserve located in
Allentown NJ. Additional details will be coming
soon and don’t forget we need everyone’s help
to make this event a success.

This brings to a close this edition of the NRHRC
newsletter. I would like to thank our
contributors and to invite anyone who has
items of interest to forward them to me for
inclusion in the newsletter.

Thank you
Joe Vander Weide

That’s All Folks

